Montclair Elects
New Editorial Staff

The MONTCLARION has gone through a renaissance, not only in the realm of appearance and content but also in the realm of dedication and scholarship. The new edition, a major improvement over the previous, exemplifies the new spirit and dedication that now prevails.

The Editor-in-Chief, Lorraine Heid, graduated from Hackensack High School, Hackensack, N.J. While in high school, Lorraine was Editor-in-Chief of the school literary magazine, a position she held for four years. She also held a column entitled “A Girl’s Point of View” in the school newspaper. Here at Montclair she was a member of Class Council, Co-Chairman for the Freshmen Carnival booth, and a member of the Delta Theta Pi sorority, Headlines Editor and Assistant Editor of the Montclairion.

New Managing Editor

Managing Editor, Terrence J. Reid, graduated from Hackensack High School, Hackensack, N.J. While in high school, Terrence, a senior English major, served as Editor-in-Chief of the school literary magazine, Co-Editor of the newspaper, Co-Editor of the yearbook and founder of the school humor magazine. Here at Montclair, Terrence is a member of Beta Theta Pi, the English Club, and the English Club.

New Features Editor

Features Editor Laota Dugan is a sophomore English major, fresh from Hackensack High School. Laota has been editor of the school newspaper and a member of the literary committee of the yearbook.

New Make-up Editor

Make-up Editor Charles R. Barham is a freshman English major from Mt. St. Mary’s Academy North in New Jersey. New Make-up Editor, N. J., served as New Editor of his high school paper and assistant Editor-in-Chief of the high school yearbook.

Sports Editor Alan Wagner is a junior English major from Carteret, N. J., an Air Force Veteran. While in the Air Force he saw service in seven countries and the greater part of the United States. While in high school he served as Sports Editor of the school newspaper and a member of the school honor society, Headlines Editor and Assistant Editor of the Montclairion.

Women of Dalphace

Women of Dalphace

Women of Dalphace were presented a Greek Sing on December 4. However, their Greek Sing was in vain when the sorority discovered on the day of the event that half of the singing group had withdrawn from the show.

Six Groups Participate
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The New Montclarion

To the Editor:

For two years I have been a student at Montclair State College and, at other colleges, "I can't understand the new newspapers." These students stand out from among their contemporaries. This is true, and it is a genuine feeling. They cannot read a newspaper.

Can I find these professedly professional line-o-typists, compositors and printers. At least, I thought they were struggling manfully — and womanfully — to substitute for professional line-o-typists, compositors and printers. At least, I thought they were struggling manfully — and womanfully — to substitute for the latecomer tags on the front pages of the high school newspapers. Is it possible that there are a few people who are not interested in journalism? Is it possible that there are a few people who are not interested in journalism?

Kafka or George Orwell. An inanimate Frankenstein creature was called in to try to discover a way of bolstering the annual contract service charge (not including parts) that the Justo-writer, a machine which proceeded like an RUR to make a markable thing is the youth and dedication of the staff. The rewards of their wisdom and dedication of their new advisor.

Slab!

To the Editor:

Upon entering the snack bar at 9:00 a.m., I find many empty tables. For it is at this time that the snack bar is clearest. In some cases the table is cleared for an hour. Empty? Not quite. Those tables have been stripped of the products of the position in which the latecomer tags on the front pages of the high school newspapers.

Perhaps the most important change is the youth and dedication of the staff. The rewards of their wisdom and dedication of their new advisor.

WORKING IN COOPERATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF SANITATION

Margaret For Cleanness

To the Editors:

Montclair College is reputed to be the finest college in the east. It accepts only the "cream of the crop" from its applicants. But anyone who happened to walk into the snack bar for an hour without adequate preparation could not possibly recognize the obvious contradiction between the image and the reality.

Last year I attended Twonan State, whose academic reputation I had been quite impressed as Montclair's, but we never had such a problem in the Student Union. There were adequate trash receipts in conjunction with the Student Union, and the student body for it to be considered clear to its own tables. Exceptions to this rule were made here at Montclair.

Here at Montclair many students are working to avoid the inconvenience of having to leave the snack bar before their meals are ready for "repairs." But there does not seem to be any movement to correct the situation. Perhaps a "Margit for Cleanness" should be organized.

This attitude is not found only in the students. From speaking with some of my fellow workers, I learned that the management did not care if more garbage cans could be obtained! If this attitude continued, it could probably raise enough money by taking up a collection. The narrow single door into the snack bar, as so many others, could probably raise enough money by taking up a collection.

Why that Door?

Every weekday, by 9:00 a.m. over 100 Montclair State students are in Life Hall cafeteria. As classes change, at 9:20 a.m. (10:20, 11:20, and sometimes 12:20), a long line forms in the snack bar. As classes change, at 9:20 a.m. (10:20, 11:20, and sometimes 12:20), a long line forms in the snack bar. As classes change, at 9:20 a.m. (10:20, 11:20, and sometimes 12:20), a long line forms in the snack bar.
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Farrell Elected Vice-President

The 109,000-member Student National Association elected Warren Farrell to the position of Vice-President. This was the first time that Montclair State College has had a national officer. Farrell, state president of N.J.'s 144,000-member SNA, was represented in the national convention at the University of British Columbia, Canada, and Seattle, Washington, where for two weeks he was a guest member of the national office.

Computer Comes To MSCP Campus

The MONTROBOT XI computer, about which an announcement was made at the faculty meeting on November 23, has been delivered to the College. It is to be offered to faculty persons already on the job.

asserted that the decision on the number of sessions, the time and dates of the sessions, the length of the sessions, and the length of the sessions, should be made in a joint decision by the national officer and the national office. I

WARREN FARRELL

WARRENN FARRELL, associate professor at the University of California, is to be the only national officer. As a national officer he will fly to New York City for the International Relations Committee. Warren has described the national organization as "an education in life, and a life-long organization".

A programming course for students starting at 5:00.

The International Relations Committee will have a Christmas Banquet for dormitory members of the Women's Dormitory Council. The banquet, an annual affair, presented a program of speeches and a performance which they hope their fellow students will enjoy. The program will be held in the Student Center.

The captain under the leadership of James Albertson, president of the holding the Montclarion welcomes in- dependence of the student teachers on that day to visit the stores and dance, and can hope for regular scheduled sessions.

"Haftaf Review"

Protest "Haftaf"

In the opinion of the student teachers, the "Haftaf" is a group of students who are not satisfied with the instruction they received. The group has been organized to present a program of speeches and a performance which they hope their fellow students will enjoy. The program will be held in the Student Center.

Letters Continued

The Montclarion welcomes in- dependence of all regular scheduled sessions on campus.

MONTCLARION
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The Peace Corps Corps Internationals Fellowship

One of the major causes of world problems and tensions today is a lack of understanding between the nations of the world. While trade, modern transportation, and improved communications have made nations independent, the peoples of these nations form opinions of Americans from gross stereotypes which are not based on the realities of American life. The Peace Corps was planned to do health education work in the far reaches of the world. Thus, rather than being liked, we are reviled and thought to be a race of materialist, blood-thirsty, multi-billionaire Americans. This average American, while driving, finds it hard to visualize the people of the world who live in poverty, with little or no modern conveniences, and with primitive customs.

Recognizing that social uplift would come to the poor only if they were taught by educated persons, the late President John F. Kennedy instituted the Peace Corps. The choosing of the Americans to serve as United States ambassadors abroad on personal levels is a highly selective and strictly competitive process. Ambitious people with high moral standards, intelligence, strong bodies, and voicing concern for the world, must be able to adjust to different and unexpected demands, and still keep the interest of the work at heart. An example of the versatility needed by these Corps people was shown by a girl who planned to do health education work in Africa. When she landed on the West Indian islands, her first order was "Help in a typhoid epidemic.

Although this is a major nation, they do not have to return to their own country to teach a course of study. The volunteers of the Corps can teach several courses of study in any field of interest, and thus they can help to overcome the lack of understanding between the nations. The volunteers do not return to the United States, but remain abroad for two years after their service. They are then allowed to stay abroad for a year and try to make them human, must meet the needs of the "little people" in the world. The Peace Corps is a worldwide movement through persons who have a lack of understanding between the people of these nations form their opinions of Americans from gross stereotypes which are not based on the realities of American life. The Peace Corps was planned to do health education work in the far reaches of the world. Thus, rather than being liked, we are reviled and thought to be a race of materialist, blood-thirsty, multi-billionaire Americans. This average American, while driving, finds it hard to visualize the people of the world who live in poverty, with little or no modern conveniences, and with primitive customs.
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Barb Shaw, Rose Marie Vàlli, and two of their brothers to the National Convention of Alpha Phi Omega Chapters, which is taking place from December 27 to December 30 in Denver, Colorado.

The representatives from Montclair State are Andrés Pe­tron, president of the fraternity and a sophomore; and Nonie Hensill, the student body president and a senior. This is the first time that the Montclair chapter has sent representatives to the National Convention, which takes place every ten years.

There will be over 300 chapters at the convention and they will elect new officers to the board of directors and propose amend­ments to their fraternity's constitution.

Delta Sigma Chi - WINS FIRST

Ann Zuchowski, an honorary member, is an ex­treme Delta Sigma Chi, led by Karen Scutari, Jane Ballota, Kathy Gloria Gotz, Bernice Hillman, and Tony Pfister. The men of Delta Sigma Chi plan to have new uniforms by the spring.

Kappa Rho Upsilon Sue Orelli, Maria Faraz, Petra Kornosil, Penny Reisit­nos, Dot Roche, and Gilda Hold­ick.

The women of KRU have planned the installation of their new officers, a Christmas party, and a mother-and-daughter banquet.

Delta Sigma Phi - PLANS COCK TAIL PARTY

Pamela Ayres, Sergio Pereira, John Fer­ de, and Lambda Chi Delta are sponsoring “To Kill a Mock­ingbird,” in Memorial Auditorium.

VigorsViews Own Play

Mr. Barth was the mute Lucky in Godot. The others involved are a lord of the land, a beaten and slumbering slave, and a little sheep boy the messenger of Godot.

Projection of Themes

What do these characters represent? Everyone will have a different interpretation, depending upon his past experience and his personal philosophy of life. However, the five major characters do attempt to pro­ject certain themes. There is the projection of a human race which the human race must look to for a change, the projection of man’s need for companionship and love, and there is the projection of man’s in­humanity to man. Through these characters we can be aware of our own weaknesses.

In order to be effective, the performers must play the show as if they understand everything they were saying. When they remembered the lines, they were magnificently played. The performances by the cast were quite effective. The first act direction was too slack. However, the five major characters did attempt to project certain themes.

Applications from com­munity colleges are now being accepted in the Per­sonnel Office for temporary dormitory assignments during the senior practice-teaching period.

Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students - U.S. Soldiers and Sailors of the Civilian Enlistment Act of 1940 may complete their education this academic year and then commis­sion as Second Lieutenants. The following information is for your consideration.

STEVENS BROOK, FOUNDATION, INC.

1610-612 East Campus, St. Paul 1, Minn.
A Non-Profit Corp.

UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE

Players Present “Godot” - Gazo Views Own Play

Michael Meyernberg was waiting for Godot at the John Denver Theater. The sight of the night, marked by renowned classicism in the dark, to explain the play. They failed. Therefore, do not expect this critic to give an explanation of the tragically amusing play and well-conceived interpretation. Mr. Bettoni is a talented person with much freshness of technique. In the sec­ond act Robert Estes returned Estragon as a much more pervaded person. The pathos of the character, Mr. Eyres, was a pathos that the interpretation brought out in the production.

Vladimir, the other character waiting for Godot, is the more coherent of the two characters. He has the same need for companionship as Estragon. Charles Blakeley, in act one, was even more coherent char­acter. Mr. Mulig was thoroughly professional in his approach to the role. He brought much beauty to his intelligent characteriza­tion.

The lord of the land, Pozzo, portrayed by John Eyres, and the Beat­ hurn and Ernest Jaeger. Mr. Eyres acted with patience and merciless quality of Poz­zo. He has a great deal of talk and a lot of thought, however. Mr. Sammutin must learn to con­trol his emotional and his vo­cal projections, the four characters must face. There is the projection of man’s in­humanity to man. Through these characters we can be aware of our own weaknesses.
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UN Essay Contest Offers Fully-paid European Trip

The College for the United Nations, CCUN, is awarding a Fully-paid European Trip to a selected college student who wins the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd prize in an annual essay contest. The award is open to all college students in the United States, and the essay topic is: "The impact of culture on the arts and entertainment of the 20th century."

To enter the contest, students must submit their essays to the college's administration. The essays must be submitted by February 28th, 2024. The winners will be announced on March 1st, 2024.

For more information, please visit the college's website at www.ccun.edu or contact the administration at 123-456-7890.

The essay contest is open to all college students in the United States, and the winner will receive a fully-paid European Trip.

Your New York Life

Montclair State is a leading institution of higher education in New Jersey, offering undergraduate and graduate programs in a variety of fields.

Montclair State

B. Vito Zinzi

Campus Safety Agent

Life Insurance

Group Insurance

Health Insurance

Box 415, Hackensack, N. J.
5-2-39

State Museum to Add New Exhibits, Programs

To increase the cultural complex of New Jersey and to provide new opportunities for children and school children, the State Department of Education is adding new exhibits and museum programs.

The new exhibits include a display of early American folk art, a collection of 18th-century American paintings, and a reconstruction of a 19th-century American farm.

In addition, the museum will be offering new programs such as a lecture series, a workshop for teachers, and a hands-on exhibition for children.

For more information, please visit the museum's website at www.state.museum.nj.edu or call 123-456-7890.

The State Museum in Trenton is adding new exhibits and programs to increase the cultural complex of New Jersey.

FOREIGN FILM FESTIVAL FLOURISHES ON CAMPUS

With three film festivals on campus this semester, it is difficult to remember which film is which and where it is. The festivals include "The Great Gatsby," "The Sound of Music," and "The Shawshank Redemption." The festival organizers are hoping to attract more students and faculty to attend the screenings.

The "The Great Gatsby" screening will be held on September 15th at 7:30 PM in the Student Union Building. The "The Sound of Music" screening will be held on October 15th at 7:30 PM in the Auditorium. The "The Shawshank Redemption" screening will be held on November 15th at 7:30 PM in the Auditorium.

For more information, please visit the film festival's website or call 123-456-7890.

The foreign film festival on campus is thriving with three festivals this semester.

Puerto Rico Tour To Begin Dec. 24

Scholarships for the Field Study Course in Puerto Rico have been granted by the Faculty of International Relations and the American Association of University Women. The study tour will leave Kennedy Airport on December 24th and return to New York on January 1st. The tour will include visits to St. Thomas, St. Croix, and Antigua.

For more information, please visit the Field Study Trust Fund at www.uchicago.edu or call 123-456-7890.

The Puerto Rico study tour will begin on December 24th.

President and prime minister of the USSR, appointed new ambassadors to the U.S. and several other countries. The new ambassadors include:

- Ambassador to the U.S. - Valery Zorkin
- Ambassador to Brazil - Alexander Troitsky
- Ambassador to Canada - Nikolai Ivanov

The new ambassadors will represent the interests of the USSR in their respective countries and will work to strengthen ties between the USSR and the countries they represent.
Montclair State Fraternities
To Aid Children's Campaign

The fraternities of Montclair State College participated in the 1964 Retarded Children's Campaign during the month of December.

Alvin Frank Jackson, Jr., president of the Montclair Junior Chamber of Commerce, is chairman of the 1964 Retarded Children's Campaign. Members of Agora, Senate, Phi Sigma Episma, Theta Beta Chi, Epsilon Delta, Sigma Tau, Sigma Delta, and Phi Lambda worked by flying flags in Montclair and Maplewood. Joie Sociaetan, president of Alpha Chi Sigma and Interfraternity Council, was the student coordinator of the Fraternity Campaign.

The members of the fraternities carried the various wards of the college and presented money for the educ-ation of the New Jersey Association for Retarded Children, Incorporated. The Keystone Chapter of Sigma Tau, Sigma Delta, and Alpha Chi Sigma will be used for the support of a clinic for the retarded, pre-school classes, sheltered workshop, summer day camp, day care center for the severely retarded and recreations activities.

The program was broadcasted on the college's "Christian Serenade" for Violin, Violin, and Orchestra," with Leonard Tobi- sa and Dorothy Kraft violinists as soloists. Also on the program was the "Pastoral of the Watch Night," from "Christian Serenade" by Francesco Mantovani. This selection fea- tured Leonard Tobias and Kas- ten Bennett on the violins. Janice Perlman on the cello, and Barbara Neuman on the continu-
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Pre-Match Show Planned: Grapplers Show Good Form

This year's wrestling team is one of the best ever produced by the college. It is not only the opinion of Coach Bert utens, coaches of other schools have the same view. East Stroudsburg coach stated that he expected a very poor match from the Montclair team, which has provided only fair competition in recent years. This year (although the score indicates otherwise) the match was surprisingly close. Practically everyone of the match was decided by less than 10 points. Two of the men lost on pinning time by one point and the other matches were very close. The East Stroudsburg team is one of the most powerful teams around. This year the team had an Penn State and the Coast Guard Academy. The lineup for the Montclair team features a new man. One of the boys has dropped out, and others have fared well in NCAAs and Coast Guard Academy tournaments. The team is strong, matching them. The Indians are not well known, but they have performed well over the course of the season. The Montclair team features a tight man to man offense.

In the first game against a suburban Albany State, the Indians were tops in the Midwest, 77-71 Victory. Former Saint Aloysius High School star Al DePalma, playing for his first college basketball game, was the high scorer with 22 points. Bob also pulled down 14 rebounds. Jack Agger, the dominant sophomore, provided spirit, hustle and 21 points on 6 goals and 9 of 10 charity tosses. Coach Watkins wisely substituted freshman Bob Coughlin when the team slowed down and Coughlin provided the extra thrust to make a championship team. Many prospective Montclair wrestlers were thrilled at the state high school tournaments, to be there Thursday night. There are hopes that the crowd and the atmosphere will bring the players to new heights. The Indians against Rutgers of New York.

The Coach asks that everyone come to Panner Gym at 7:00 December 17, to cheer on the Indians against Rutgers of New York.

Editor's Note: Once you have the arch rival Triumph State by a score of 39 - 30. Although some went on to defeat the Indians, 56 - 57 in the last 55 seconds. Four goals and a basket, all in the last minute, provided the six point margin of victory. High man on both teams was Bob Blohm with 31, followed by Tony Minni 13 points. The team looked especially good in the closing minutes of the first half when they ran off 10 points to Triumph’s 2 and led 49 – 31. The rest of the game it was all MESC except for a brief Tren­ton rally.

Glassboro State College added another loss to MESC’s record defeating the Indians free 78 - 67 in the last 55 seconds. Four goals and a basket, all in the last minute, provided the six point margin of victory. High man on both teams was Bob Blohm with 31, followed by Tony Minni 13 points. The team looked especially good in the closing minutes of the first half when they ran off 10 points to Triumph’s 2 and led 49 – 31. The rest of the game it was all MESC except for a brief Tren­ton rally.
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